
INNOVATION CHALLENGE: Design/develop a 
product/process that improves facial tissue ‘silky feel’

Abstract

Facial tissue is a staple is most North American households.  It has multiple uses but 
has its true value in providing comfortable, hygienic relief to cold and allergy sufferers.  
Frequent use of lower quality grades inevitably leads to irritation of sensitive nasal 
passages.  The solution is a product with a silkier surface feel and texture. 

Challenge Description

There are many facial tissue products available today, ranging from low quality to very 
high quality brands such as Scotties® and Scotties® Supreme which we manufacture.  
Scotties is Canada’s leading brand of facial tissue products.

We are constantly seeking innovative ideas and launching new consumer products.  
We believe that offering a tissue with an enhanced silky surface feel would provide 
another premium facial tissue offering in our quality Scotties portfolio. 

Facial tissue, like other types of tissue paper, is manufactured on large high speed 
machines using proprietary technology.  The paper produced is often calendered to 
improve surface smoothness before being cut and packaged into a final consumer 
product.

We are seeking cost-effective ways to improve the final surface feel of the finished 
product.  While we are open to exploring all avenues, the eventual solution must be 
executable at a reasonable capital cost as well as operating cost.  Another important 
point to keep in mind is that any proposed treatments must pass a skin 
sensitivity/hypo-allergenic test protocol.



Criteria

Your idea will be evaluated based upon several criteria:

o It can be developed and commercialized at a reasonable cost
o It achieves a measurable improvement or a statistically significant differentiation  
           when placed into a blind evaluation panel
o It identifies and describes a clear process to achieve the required improvement
o It is different from commercially available technologies or solutions

Submission Format

Your submission to this challenge should include at a minimum the following:

o Executive summary – one page (max.) that describes your idea/concept and 
           why it is the best and should be selected
o Rationale – supporting arguments and reasoning on how your solution 
           addresses the requirements of the challenge, specifically talking to the criteria      
           noted above
o Support information and background as required
o Visual representation if suitable

Please note that only commercially viable solutions will be considered, and that the 
company reserves the right to not award the $25,000 prize if no suitable solutions are 
tendered.
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